Introduction {#sec1}
============

The levels of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS and RNS) such as O~2~^•--^, H~2~O~2~, HO^•^, NO, and ONOO^--^ increase in cells under oxidative stress and inflammation.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ These reactive species can readily oxidize many cellular components, while oxidation of DNA can be most profound in the long term.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ Oxidized DNA bases can result in mutations to the genome in the absence of faithful DNA repair that are passed on to future generations.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ In nucleic acids, the guanine (G) heterocycle is most sensitive to oxidation, and this is reflected in a high incidence of mutations at this nucleotide in genomes experiencing oxidative stress.^[@ref5],[@ref7]^ Many products of G oxidation have been characterized, among which 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (OG) is a major product found in cells that causes G → T transversion mutations.^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ Beyond the mutagenesis of OG in a genome, there is a growing awareness that oxidation of G to OG in certain gene promoter sequences can modulate gene expression as a response to oxidative and inflammatory stress.^[@ref10]−[@ref13]^ For instance, activation of proinflammatory genes,^[@ref14],[@ref15]^*BCL2*,^[@ref16]^*SIRT1*,^[@ref17]^*VEGF*,^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ and *KRAS*,^[@ref20]^ by oxidation of G to OG in their promoter regions has been observed. These studies ascribe an epigenetic-like role to OG to regulate gene expression.^[@ref10]−[@ref13]^ In the present report, we hypothesize and describe studies to support the proposal that the human *NEIL3* DNA repair gene can be activated by G oxidation to OG in a G-rich region of the promoter capable of folding into a G-quadruplex (G4).

Oxidative or inflammatory stress conditions in cell or animal model studies have identified an increase in *NEIL3* expression correlated with an increase in G oxidation to OG in the genome. For example, infection-induced colitis in mice was found to yield significantly higher levels of *NEIL3* in their livers in tandem with increased OG formed in the genome.^[@ref8]^ Hypoxia-ischemia in neural progenitor cells showed increased *NEIL3* expression and oxidative stress markers.^[@ref21]^ Myocardial infarctions result in elevated oxidative stress and DNA oxidation (i.e., OG),^[@ref22]^ as well as *NEIL3* induction.^[@ref23]^ Lung and colon cancers are associated with increased oxidative stress markers (e.g., OG)^[@ref24]^ and higher levels of *NEIL3* expression.^[@ref25]^ Lastly, hyperoxic reoxygenation in newborn mice increases *NEIL3* expression^[@ref26]^ and OG levels.^[@ref27]^ This wide variety of studies has found that oxidative stress or inflammation can lead to G oxidation to OG in the genome and induction of the *NEIL3* gene.

We hypothesize that oxidation of G in the *NEIL3* promoter region may be responsible for guiding cellular pathways for activation of mRNA synthesis, and accordingly, a G-rich region of the promoter would be an excellent candidate site for oxidation to occur. Such a region exists;^[@ref28]^ the human *NEIL3* gene has a G-rich region in the coding strand of the promoter close to the transcription start site (TSS) that would be sensitive to oxidation. Additionally, as described later, this sequence is a potential G-quadruplex-forming sequence (PQS) that requires four G runs to adopt a G4 fold. G-Quadruplex folds are noncanonical DNA structures composed of G:G Hoogsteen base pairs that form stacked G tetrads from four closely spaced G runs.^[@ref29]−[@ref31]^ The *NEIL3* PQS has an additional fifth G track.^[@ref28]^ Our previous studies found that this PQS adopts a G4 fold in which a chemical modification inhibiting Hoogsteen base pairing in a G tetrad is rescued by the fifth G track, swapping out the damaged strand to maintain the fold ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref28],[@ref32]^ This flexibility in the sequence is essential for understanding the experiments conducted herein, in which a pathway is outlined that harnesses G oxidation to OG to initiate formation of a noncanonical G4 fold by engaging the base excision repair pathway (BER). The research described provides another example of a collaboration between DNA repair and gene activation.^[@ref33]^ This proposal is consistent with studies from our laboratory and others regarding a noncanonical DNA structure providing an avenue to gene activation via G oxidation to OG.^[@ref17],[@ref19],[@ref20],[@ref34]^ Finally, these results add additional support for the claim that the simple modification of G to OG yields a heterocycle to focus the BER process in DNA for regulation of transcription during oxidative or inflammatory stress.^[@ref10],[@ref11],[@ref13],[@ref15]^

![*NEIL3* PQS adopts a G4 fold that upon oxidative modification of a G tetrad engages the 5th G track to maintain a stable fold. (Top) Unfolding of a G tetrad upon oxidation of G to OG. (Middle) Cartoon depicting release of a damaged G track and swapping in of the 5th track to maintain a stable G4. (Bottom) Sequence of the *NEIL3* PQS from positions −34 to −3 in the coding strand, relative to the TSS.](ja-2019-018476_0001){#fig1}

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

DNA Strand Preparation {#sec2.1}
----------------------

All DNA oligomers were synthesized and deprotected by the DNA/Peptide core facility at the University of Utah following standard protocols. The site-specific introduction of OG or the tetrahydrofuran analogue of an abasic site (F) was achieved using commercially available phosphoramidites. After synthesis and deprotection via standard protocols, the crude oligomers were purified using an anion-exchange high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) column running a mobile phase system consisting of A (1 M LiCl and 20 mM LiOAc at pH 7 in 1:9 MeCN/ddH~2~O) and B (1:9 MeCN/ddH~2~O). The method was initiated at 20% B and increased via a linear gradient to 100% B over 30 min with a flow rate of 1 mL/min while monitoring the absorbance at 260 nm. The purified samples were dialyzed against ddH~2~O for 48 h, lyophilized to dryness, and resuspended in ddH~2~O to make stock solutions. The concentrations of the samples were determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm, in which the nearest-neighbor approximation model was used to estimate the extinction coefficient. The extinction coefficients for the modified DNA strands were estimated by replacing G for OG and omitting a nucleotide for F. The oligomers were studied at the specified concentrations and buffers indicated for each experiment, as described for each experiment later.

DNA Preparation for Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis Analysis {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The purified DNA strands to be analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) were radiolabeled with ^32^P-ATP using T4 polynucleotide kinase following a literature protocol.^[@ref35]^ The radiolabeled samples were prepared differently for each experiment as outlined later.

Determination of Oxidation Sites and Products {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------

All oxidations were conducted in 20 mM KP~i~ (pH 7.4), 120 mM KCl, 12 mM NaCl, with 10 μM DNA at 37 °C. Oxidation sites were determined on reactions doped with 20 000 cpm of 5′-^32^P labeled strand in a 50-μL reaction utilizing the following oxidant conditions: Riboflavin (type I photooxidant) was added to give a 50 μM final concentration followed by exposing the solution to 350 nm light for 0--15 min from a lamp (300 W) held 7 cm above the reaction tube with the lid left open. The CO~3~^•--^ was produced when SIN-1 thermally decomposed to generate ONOO^--^ (0, 3, or 5 mM) with 25 mM KHCO~3~ present for 30 min. Following the oxidation, the samples were dialyzed against ddH~2~O overnight and then lyophilized to dryness followed by addition of 200 μL of 1 M freshly prepared piperidine that was incubated at 90 °C for 2 h. The piperidine was removed by lyophilization. Next, the samples were resuspended in 12 μL of loading dye (30% glycerol, 0.25% bromophenol blue, and 0.25% xylene cyanol), and 6 μL was loaded on a 20% denaturing PAGE and electrophoresed at 75 W for 2.5 h. A Maxam--Gilbert G-lane was run alongside reaction lanes to determine the G oxidation sites. The cleavage sites were observed and quantified by storage-phosphor autoradiography on a phosphorimager.

The oxidation products were determined by nuclease and phosphatase digestion of the oxidized strands followed by reversed-phase HPLC (RP-HPLC) analysis of the liberated nucleosides. For analysis, reactions were conducted similarly to those described earlier with the exception of not adding the 5′-^32^P labeled strand. For each oxidant studied, 20 reactions were conducted and then combined to have 10 nmol of oxidized DNA. Next, the samples were dialyzed overnight to remove the reaction buffer. After concentrating the samples by lyophilization, they were resuspended in 50 μL of digestion buffer and treated with nuclease P1, snake venom phosphodiesterase, and calf intestinal phosphatase, as previously described.^[@ref36]^ Finally, the products were quantified by RP-HPLC following a previously described protocol for which the entire process is detailed in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf).^[@ref35]^

Plasmid Construction {#sec2.4}
--------------------

Modification of the plasmid to contain the *NEIL3* PQS in the promoter of a luciferase gene was achieved using a method previously outlined.^[@ref19]^ Synthesis of plasmids containing site-specifically incorporated OG or the AP model F was achieved following a previously established protocol.^[@ref19]^ Confirmation of the successful incorporation of the modification into the plasmids was performed by a gap ligation and Sanger sequencing protocol that we have reported.^[@ref37]^ The complete details of the synthesis and PCR primers used can be found in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf).

Cell Studies {#sec2.5}
------------

The human U87 glioblastoma cells were obtained from ATCC, and the mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) in the wild-type or OGG1^--/--^ states were prepared as previously described.^[@ref38]^ All cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 20 μg/mL gentamicin, 1× glutamax, and 1× nonessential amino acids. The cells were grown at 37 °C with 5% CO~2~ at ∼80% relative humidity and were split when they reached ∼75% confluence. The transfection experiments were conducted in white, 96-well plates by seeding 3 × 10^4^ cells per well and then allowing them to grow for 24 h. After 24 h, the cells were transfected with 250--500 ng of plasmid per well using X-tremeGene HP DNA transfection agent (Roche) following the manufacturer's protocol in Opti-MEM media. The dual-glo luciferase assay (Promega) was conducted following the manufacturer's protocol 48 h post transfection on the basis of our previous work that found this analysis time provided maximal differentiation of the expression levels between the plasmids studied in these cell lines.^[@ref39]^ The APE1 siRNA knockdown experiments were conducted by treating U87 cells with 50 nM siRNA (Qiagen) 24 h prior to transfection of the plasmids. The transfection experiments were conducted at least four times, and the errors reported represent 95% confidence intervals.

The TNFα-induced oxidations of cells transfected with the *NEIL3* PQS-containing plasmids were conducted by first following the seeding procedure described earlier. After allowing the U87 cells to grow for 24 h, they were treated with TNFα at a concentration of 20 ng/mL for 0, 30, 60, or 120 min. Upon completion of the TNFα incubation, the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) twice to remove the cytokine, and then Opti-MEM media was placed in the wells to allow the cells to grow for 48 h prior to conducting the dual-glo luciferase assay as described earlier.

APE1 Activity Assays {#sec2.6}
--------------------

The APE1 assays were conducted by addition of APE1 (1 U/reaction; NEB) to a 10 nM solution of substrate DNA in a 10-μL reaction composed of 1× APE1 buffer (NEB; 50 mM KOAc, 20 mM Tris pH 7.9, 10 mM Mg(OAc)~2~, and 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)). The reactions were allowed to proceed for 1, 5, 10, 30, or 60 min at 37 °C before termination. The reactions were terminated by a 10-μL bolus addition of stop buffer (95% formamide, 10 mM NaOH, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% xylene cyanol, and 0.1% bromophenol blue) followed by heating the mixture at 65 °C for 20 min. Assay mixtures without enzyme were used as negative controls. After denaturing the samples at 95 °C for 10 min, the samples were then analyzed via separation on a 20% denaturing PAGE run at 45 W for 2 h. After electrophoresis, the gels were placed in a phosphorimager screen for 18 h, and the bands were visualized using storage-phosphor autoradiography. The band intensities were quantified using ImageQuant software. Each reaction was conducted in triplicate to obtain the reported errors that represent the standard deviation of the measurements.

Circular Dichroism Analysis {#sec2.7}
---------------------------

The prefolded G4 samples were annealed at a 10 μM concentration in 20 mM lithium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) with 140 mM KCl and 12 mM NaCl. The samples were placed in a 0.2 cm quartz cuvette for circular dichroism (CD) analysis at 20 °C. The recorded data were solvent background subtracted and then normalized on the *y*-axis to units of molar ellipticity (\[Θ\]) for plotting and comparative purposes.

Thermal Melting Analysis {#sec2.8}
------------------------

The thermal melting (*T*~m~) values were determined on samples of 5 μM oligomer in buffered solutions with physiological K^+^ and Na^+^ concentrations (20 mM lithium cacodylate pH 7.4, 140 mM KCl, and 12 mM NaCl). The melting experiments were initiated by thermally equilibrating the samples at 20 °C for 10 min followed by heating at 0.5 °C/min and equilibrating at each 1 °C increment for 1 min. Readings at 260 and 295 nm were taken after each 1 °C change in the temperature from 20 to 100 °C. Plots of absorbance at 295 nm versus temperature were constructed, and the *T*~m~ values were determined by a two-point analysis protocol using the instrument's software.

Bioinformatic Analysis {#sec2.9}
----------------------

The Flag-tagged OGG1 ChIP-Seq results were obtained from the NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus via accession number GSE89017.^[@ref40]^ All analyses were conducted on the web-based instance of Galaxy.^[@ref41]^ The sequencing reads were aligned to hg^[@ref38]^ using Bowtie2 with the default parameters,^[@ref42]^ and the peaks of 4-fold or more enrichment were called using MACS2 with the broad peaks option selected and all other parameters left as the default.^[@ref43]^ The peak locations identified were converted to fasta files for analysis of PQSs using a modified version of QuadParser in which the loop lengths were allowed to extend up to 12 nucleotides.^[@ref44]^ The genomic locations for all peaks were determined using the PAVIS tool.^[@ref45]^

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Reporter Gene Bearing the Promoter *NEIL3* PQS Induced by In Cellulo Stress {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The human *NEIL3* gene possesses a PQS in the coding strand of the promoter starting at position −3 from the TSS ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).^[@ref28]^ Formation of a G4 fold requires four G-runs, and this particular PQS possesses five G-runs, as we previously reported.^[@ref28]^ The previous results identified the four G-tracks on the 3′ side to be the principle G4 fold; additionally, the fifth G-run was engaged in yielding a more stable fold when one of the principle G nucleotides was oxidatively modified.^[@ref28],[@ref32]^ The interesting new observation regarding this sequence is the conservation of the PQS in a wide selection of mammalian genomes that have been sequenced and deposited in the Ensemble Genome Browser ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Humans, chimps, gorillas, and gibbons retain the *NEIL3* PQS without any nucleotide changes, while modifications predominantly at nucleotides between the G runs (i.e., loop regions) were observed in the other genomes inspected. The conservation of the *NEIL3* PQS and the retention of the ability for this region to be capable of G4 folding in this group of mammals support the proposal that this sequence was favorably selected.

![(A) Position and sequence of the *NEIL3* PQS. The G nucleotides shown in red at positions 16 and 23 were individually replaced with OG, as described later. (B) Alignment for this G-rich sequence in various mammals to demonstrate its conservation.](ja-2019-018476_0002){#fig2}

We hypothesize that the *NEIL3* PQS is prone to oxidation in a cellular genome under conditions of oxidative or inflammatory stress, directing G oxidation to the promoter and guiding BER-dependent gene activation. To first address this hypothesis, the *NEIL3* PQS was synthesized into the coding strand of a promoter regulating a luciferase gene in a reporter plasmid. This enabled transfection of the plasmid into human glioblastoma cells (U87) and induction of stress while monitoring the luciferase expression. This experiment provided an understanding of whether the presence of the *NEIL3* PQS in a gene promoter could function to activate transcription during stress as previously identified in a variety of cell or animal models.^[@ref8],[@ref21]−[@ref23],[@ref25],[@ref26]^ The reporter plasmid selected has two luciferase genes wherein the Renilla luciferase gene carried the modified promoter with the *NEIL3* PQS, and the firefly luciferase gene was not altered and used as an internal standard for better quantification of expression changes via a dual-glo luciferase assay. The cells were stressed with TNFα (20 ng/mL) for 0, 30, 60, and 120 min following a previously reported protocol.^[@ref15]^ The TNFα cytokine induces an inflammatory response, in which O~2~^•--^ and NO production are upregulated, allowing them to react to yield ONOO^--^.^[@ref46]^ In the cellular context, ONOO^--^ further reacts via a multistep pathway with CO~2~ and ultimately decomposes to CO~3~^•--^ and ^•^NO~2~.^[@ref1]^ Carbonate radical selectively oxidizes the G heterocycle and does not damage the sugar--phosphate backbone of DNA.^[@ref47]^ When the Renilla luciferase expression was monitored and normalized to the internal control (i.e., firefly luciferase) during the time-course exposure to TNFα, the amount of Renilla expression increased significantly with a dependency on the exposure time ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A red). After 120 min of TNFα exposure, the increase in Renilla expression reached nearly 3-fold. Two controls were conducted; in the first, the *NEIL3* PQS-containing plasmid was transfected into U87 cells that were not treated with TNFα, and no significant increase in expression was observed ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A blue). In the second control experiment, U87 cells were transfected with the dual-luciferase plasmid that was not modified with the *NEIL3* PQS and then exposed to TNFα. In this experiment, no significant increase in Renilla luciferase expression was observed ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Taken together, these intriguing observations suggest that the *NEIL3* PQS may have been oxidized at a G nucleotide, leading to Renilla luciferase induction. This observation is consistent with the previous cell and animal model studies that found *NEIL3* expression increased under oxidative stress conditions.^[@ref8],[@ref21]−[@ref23],[@ref25],[@ref26]^

![Luciferase expression from a reporter plasmid transfected into U87 cells treated with TNFα at various times. (A) Reporter plasmid containing the five-track *NEIL3* PQS in the coding strand of the promoter for the Renilla luciferase gene at position −16 relative to the TSS and (B) the reporter plasmid in the wild-type state without the PQS. The plasmid contains two luciferase genes, in which the firefly gene remained in the wild-type state in both studies to be used as an internal standard for data analysis. The relative response ratio (RRR) = (Renilla expression)/(firefly expression) measured by a dual-glo luciferase assay is reported in the graphs. The values are normalized to the same plasmid without exposure to TNFα. Levels of significance were determined by a Student's *t* test in which \*\**P* \< 0.01 and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.](ja-2019-018476_0003){#fig3}

Proposed Mechanism for *NEIL3* Activation Under Oxidative Stress Conditions {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work in our laboratory focused on activation of transcription for the *VEGF* gene under oxidative stress conditions that bears a native PQS in the coding strand within 50 bps of the TSS.^[@ref19],[@ref39]^ These previous studies took a chemical approach to demonstrate oxidative modification of a G nucleotide to OG in the *VEGF* PQS context activated transcription ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}). In the first step of the proposed mechanism, the *VEGF* PQS in the dsDNA conformation is oxidatively modified at a G nucleotide to yield OG. Next, removal of OG by OGG1 yields an AP that destabilizes the dsDNA, providing the thermodynamic drive to shift the equilibrium to a G4 fold, placing the AP in a loop of the G4. A loop placement of the AP in this sequence was enabled by the presence of a fifth G run that could swap with the AP-containing G run and facilitate strong G4 folding.^[@ref48]^ Additionally, this presents the AP to APE1 in a loop context that is bound by the protein while the catalytic ability to cleave the strand is attenuated.^[@ref49]^ Previous studies support the idea that, when APE1 is stalled on DNA in a promoter, recruitment of activating factors occurs, leading to increased gene expression when the modifications are in the coding strand close to the TSS ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}).^[@ref17],[@ref19]^ The Gillespie laboratory took a biological approach to studying *VEGF* activation under hypoxic conditions in pulmonary cells involving G oxidation and BER activation,^[@ref18]^ and our proposal is consistent with their findings. In the present work, activation of the *NEIL3* gene via a similar mechanism was probed and supported in the studies described next.

![Proposed Mechanism for Activation of Transcription upon Oxidative Modification of a G Nucleotide to OG in the Context of a Promoter PQS in the Coding Strand near the TSS\
The proposal was previously suggested and supported for the *VEGF* PQS.^[@ref19]^ In the present work, we hypothesize that a similar pathway is invoked for induction of the *NEIL3* gene under oxidative stress or inflammation conditions. The capital letters below the reaction arrows will be used to guide a discussion regarding the additional experiments conducted.](ja-2019-018476_0010){#sch1}

First, experiments were designed to understand the oxidation chemistry that occurs in the *NEIL3* PQS under cellular stress conditions ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}A). A set of in vitro oxidations of synthetic *NEIL3* PQSs were conducted to identify sites sensitive to oxidation and the products formed. Two model oxidants were selected for interrogation. The first oxidant was the type I photooxidant riboflavin, which is a G-selective, one-electron oxidant harnessed to mimic oxidative stress conditions. During the photoredox catalytic cycle of riboflavin under aerobic conditions, O~2~^•--^ is produced that can react with oxidized G intermediates. The mechanistic details of the oxidation have been reported.^[@ref4],[@ref50]^ The second oxidant selected for study was the ONOO^--^ generator SIN-1 that thermally decomposes in the presence of KHCO~3~ to ultimately yield the G-specific oxidant CO~3~^•--^.^[@ref1]^ A hallmark of inflammatory stress is overproduction of ONOO^--^ that can decompose in the cellular matrix to yield CO~3~^•--^.^[@ref1]^ These two oxidants have been previously reported to yield the G oxidation products OG, spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp), 5-guanidinohydantoin (Gh), and 2-iminohydantoin (2Ih), as well as 2,5-diaminoimidazolone (Iz) and its hydrolysis product 2,2,4-triamino-*2H*-oxazol-5-one (Z; [Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}).^[@ref4],[@ref50],[@ref51]^ Formation of Sp and Gh can also occur via a second oxidation of OG that readily occurs because of the low reduction potential of OG.^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ The products OG, Sp, Gh, and Z have been identified in animal models or prokaryotes.^[@ref8],[@ref54],[@ref55]^ Furthermore, the heterocyles Sp, Gh, and 2Ih are excellent substrates for the NEIL BER glycosylases.^[@ref4]^

![Outline of G Oxidation Products and the Extent To Which They Are Oxidized Relative to G\
The products in dashed boxes were detected in the present studies.](ja-2019-018476_0011){#sch2}

Oxidations were conducted with the *NEIL3* PQS folded as dsDNA with the C-rich complementary strand present or as a G4 when the C-rich strand was absent. The sequences studied in the dsDNA versus the G4 contexts differed slightly; additionally, both studies interrogated the four G-track *NEIL3* PQS. In the G4 context, two nucleotides of the natural 5′ and 3′ tails were maintained to provide a more natural sequence context; the importance of tail nucleotides impacting the topology of a promoter G4 was previously demonstrated in our laboratory.^[@ref56]^ In the dsDNA context, five A:T base pairs were placed on the 5′ and 3′ sides of the PQS to enhance the duplex stability and facilitate the study of G oxidation in a well-formed duplex while avoiding any unanticipated effects associated with end fraying. The reaction conditions modeled the ionic strength and monovalent cation composition of a human cell (140 mM K^+^ and 12 mM Na^+^) that are favorable for G4 folding because of the high level of K^+^ ion present.^[@ref29]^ The oxidations were conducted under single-hit conditions (\<10% yield) to reveal the G nucleotides most prone to react. The sites were found via hot piperidine cleavage visualized by sequencing PAGE analysis using conditions previously established to cleave the common G oxidation products observed with the oxidants selected for study, with the exception of OG.^[@ref57]^ Identification of the location of OG was achieved by treating the oxidized strands with Na~2~IrCl~6~ to drive the oxidation of OG to the piperidine-labile products Sp or Gh ([Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}) following our previously reported protocol.^[@ref58]^

The PAGE analysis revealed that when the *NEIL3* PQS was folded as dsDNA, G nucleotides 5′ to another G nucleotide were most sensitive to oxidation with the photooxidant riboflavin or CO~3~^•--^ (parts A and B of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf)). In the three or four G nucleotide runs, the 5′-most G provided the greatest reactivity, and those 5′ to another G were reactive with slightly less intensity. The 5′ G effect for sensitivity to oxidation has been widely documented,^[@ref59]−[@ref61]^ and the present results are consistent with the previous observations. In contrast, when the *NEIL3* PQS was folded as a G4, the G nucleotides sensitive to oxidation were on the 5′ end of G runs in the core of the G4 fold or G's found in the loop regions between the core G nucleotides ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and D). The present observations are consistent with prior studies with other sequences.^[@ref35],[@ref48]^ The core versus loop designations are based on the sequence---when only three G's are in a run, they are all needed for G4 folding; therefore, they are core G nucleotides. Those runs with four G's can shift when oxidized to place either the 5′- or 3′-most G in a loop position. This shifting of a G run occurs because oxidatively modified G nucleotides cannot participate in Hoogsteen G:G base pairing in the core ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); thus, a terminal G in a four-G run will be in a loop position. The G nucleotides sensitive to oxidation were similar for both oxidants studied, with the CO~3~^•--^ hitting slightly more G nucleotides than the photooxidant ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and D). Also noteworthy is the observation that middle G's in a run of 3 or 4 G's are not very reactive in the G4 fold although they are in a B helix. This is likely due to the lower stability of a G radical cation in close proximity to two K^+^ cations; hence, the electron hole migrates in the base stack to the 5′ G.^[@ref35]^

![Sites of riboflavin-mediated (A, C) or CO~3~^•--^-mediated (B, D) oxidation in the *NEIL3* four-track PQS folded as a duplex with the complementary strand or a G4. The oxidized sites were identified by hot piperidine cleavage and denaturing PAGE analysis post-oxidation. The reactions were conducted under low conversion conditions (\<10%) to achieve single-hit chemistry. The bars represent the average of triplicate measurements with associated errors of ∼10% of the values reported. See [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf) for the data and details regarding the analysis.](ja-2019-018476_0004){#fig4}

Another study conducted was to perform the oxidations under reducing conditions that mimic the cellular context. Prior to the oxidations, 3 mM *N*-acetylcysteine (NAC) was added to the reaction to model cellular glutathione. NAC was selected because it has a free thiol similar to glutathione while the nucleophilic primary amine is blocked by the acetyl group to prevent NAC from forming adducts with oxidized G nucleotides.^[@ref62]^ Oxidations with NAC present did not impact the sites of riboflavin-mediated oxidation, while the CO~3~^•--^ oxidations were completely quenched under the reducing conditions studied ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf)). In their entirety, these experiments probed the sensitivity of the *NEIL3* PQS toward oxidation and provide details regarding the first step in the activation process illustrated in [Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}A.

To better understand the chemistry of the oxidation, the products were determined and quantified via nuclease and phosphatase digestion of the oxidized strands followed by RP-HPLC analysis utilizing a protocol we previously reported ([Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf)).^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ Riboflavin-mediated oxidations of the *NEIL3* PQS without NAC present furnished Gh (∼40%) as the major product in dsDNA contexts, while in the G4 context, Sp (∼40%) and Z (∼50%) were the major products detected ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Under nonreducing conditions, CO~3~^•--^ oxidation of the *NEIL3* PQS found that Gh (∼60%) was the major product in dsDNA contexts and Sp (∼70%) was the major product in the G4 context ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These findings are consistent with previous reports.^[@ref35],[@ref48]^ Next, when the riboflavin-mediated oxidations were conducted in the presence of 3 mM NAC, the amount of Z decreased the most, by 4.6-fold, while the levels of OG increased the most, by 6.3-fold, followed by the OG hyperoxidation product Sp that increased 1.5-fold when compared to reactions devoid of NAC. This observation is consistent with a previous study^[@ref35]^ which found that NAC quenches the O~2~^•--^ intermediate involved in the proposed mechanism for formation of Iz/Z.^[@ref63]^ The hyperoxidation of OG to Sp or Gh readily occurs as a result of the low reduction potential of OG relative to G (OG = 0.74 V and G = 1.29 V, both values vs NHE at pH 7);^[@ref64]^ thus, when OG is present in an oxidation reaction, this heterocycle will be further oxidized when the yields are pushed higher for product analysis, leading to an underestimate of the amount of OG formed.^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ We expect that cellular OG levels will be nearly 2 orders of magnitude greater in concentration than Sp or Gh that was previously demonstrated in the colon or liver of mice with infection-induced colitus.^[@ref8]^ The analytical method is capable of detecting Fapy-dG and 2Ih;^[@ref65]^ however, neither product was observed in the present reactions. The present observations suggest that OG is the favored oxidation product under reducing reaction conditions, similar to the cellular context.^[@ref8]^ Lastly, NAC quenched the CO~3~^•--^ oxidations; hence, products were not observed. These studies identify products formed from oxidation of the *NEIL3* PQS, providing insight into the chemistry proposed in [Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}A.

![Relative product distributions observed from oxidation of the *NEIL3* PQS folded as a G4 or a duplex with the complementary strand. Oxidation product distributions were determined by nuclease and phosphatase digestion of the oxidized strands followed by RP-HPLC analysis for identification and quantification following a previously reported protocol.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ The values represent averages for triplicate analyses, and the errors represent ∼10% of the reported values. See [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf) for details regarding the analysis.](ja-2019-018476_0005){#fig5}

The previous in vitro studies identified the likely sites at which the *NEIL3* PQS would be prone to oxidation and the products formed in genomic DNA of cells under oxidative stress conditions ([Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This knowledge enabled synthesis of a G oxidation product at sensitive sites in the *NEIL3* PQS-containing luciferase reporter plasmid to be transfected into U87 cells to determine whether oxidation of G in this promoter context impacts expression. The OG was incorporated at either of two reactive positions on the basis of the observations in [Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, one at position 16, which would occupy a loop position in the folded *NEIL3* G4, and the other at position 23, which would occupy a core position in the folded *NEIL3* G4 ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). The presence of the fifth G track allows extrusion of a modification into a large loop ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref32]^ Upon transfection and incubation of these site-specifically modified plasmids in U87 cells, the impact of oxidation on mRNA synthesis could be quantified via the luciferase reporter expression. Comparison of the oxidatively modified plasmids to the wild-type plasmid found that the presence of OG at a loop position resulted in a 2-fold increase in Renilla expression and that of OG at a core position furnished a 2.5-fold increase in Renilla expression ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). The direction and magnitude of increased luciferase expression for these chemically defined experiments are similar to the findings when the *NEIL3* PQS-containing plasmid with only G nucleotides was transfected into U87 cells stressed with TNFα ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A), providing strong evidence that the promoter G4 sequence is oxidized after exposure to TNFα. These findings are also consistent with the cell and animal model studies which showed that *NEIL3* expression increases under oxidative stress or inflammatory conditions.^[@ref8],[@ref21]−[@ref23],[@ref25],[@ref26]^ Lastly, this chemically defined plasmid allowed the demonstration that OG in the *NEIL3* PQS context in a gene promoter can induce mRNA synthesis in a human cell line.

![Impact on expression in mammalian cells when OG or an AP analogue (F) is synthetically installed in the *NEIL3* PQS in a reporter plasmid. Synthetic plasmids with OG synthetically installed in the *NEIL3* PQS context studied in (A) U87 cells or (B) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) in the wild-type or OGG1^--/--^ states. (C) Studies with plasmid that were synthesized with F in the *NEIL3* PQS context in U87 cells with and without siRNA to knockdown APE1 expression. A dual-glo luciferase assay to measure Renilla luciferase expression from the modified promoter and firefly luciferase from the unmodified promoter (i.e., internal standard) was conducted to report normalized RRRs. The values reported represent the average of quadruplicate trials, and the error bars represent 95% confidence intervals calculated using the Student's *t* test in which \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 and \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001. The measurements were taken 48 h post transfection.](ja-2019-018476_0006){#fig6}

The studies to this point established that oxidation of the *NEIL3* PQS in a promoter, whether induced by oxidative stress or synthetically installed, can activate mRNA synthesis. The next experiments provide details regarding the primary protein readers and structure-switching capability of the PQS to a G4, leading to upregulation of transcription. First, OG is expected to be removed from the *NEIL3* PQS in the dsDNA context by OGG1 to furnish an AP ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}B). A previous cell-based experiment demonstrated that OGG1 is generally a monofunctional glycosylase in vivo that yields an AP upon OG removal.^[@ref66]^ Exploration of the importance of OGG1 in this reaction was determined via transfection of the OG-containing *NEIL3* plasmids into wild-type and OGG1^--/--^ MEFs. When the MEFs were in the wild-type state, the presence of OG in the *NEIL3* PQS in the transfected plasmids led to a similar increase in expression as observed in the U87 cells ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, transfection of the same OG-containing plasmids in the OGG1^--/--^ MEFs yielded similar expression as observed for the non-OG containing plasmid ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). This observation supports the critical role for OGG1 in the gene activation process after the *NEIL3* PQS is oxidatively modified at a G to yield OG ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}B).

Studies to probe the role of AP in the activation process were then conducted (starting at [Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}C). To understand the importance of AP formed from OG release from the *NEIL3* PQS, plasmids were synthesized with the AP analogue F (i.e., THF) that is processed by enzymes similarly to an AP with the benefit of being hydrolytically stable, unlike a native AP.^[@ref67]^ These strands were transfected into U87 cells and were found to yield increased Renilla luciferase expression relative to the wild-type *NEIL3* PQS-containing plasmid ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). This observation supports the claim that an AP site is important for gene activation when the PQS was oxidatively modified, and the AP likely functions in the gene-activation process ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}C).

The next step of the mechanism involves an AP-mediated structural transition from dsDNA to a G4 fold ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}C). Support for this step in the proposal is derived from a series of thermal melting studies (*T*~m~) on synthetic DNA strands with the F analogue of an AP installed at each of the two positions chosen for study. Additionally, the *NEIL3* PQS was studied with four or five G tracks for comparison. The *T*~m~ value for the native four G-track *NEIL3* PQS as a duplex was 81.5 °C, and a similar value for the G4 was measured (79.5 °C; [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). When the AP analogue F was studied in dsDNA, the *T*~m~ values decreased by ∼10 °C regardless of the position in which the F was studied. This observation is consistent with a previous study in G-rich sequences similar to the *NEIL3* PQS.^[@ref19]^ The presence of the F at a core position in the four G-track *NEIL3* G4 gave a *T*~m~ value of 67.1 °C, which is 13 °C lower than the native G4 fold. On the other hand, having an F at a loop position provided a *T*~m~ value 3 °C higher than the native G4. This observation suggests that prohibiting a G in a run of four G nucleotides from participating in the core of a G4 fold decreases the number of possible structures and slightly stabilizes the fold. When the five-track *NEIL3* PQS was studied in the dsDNA context, the F-bearing strands had a ∼10 °C lower *T*~m~ value than the native sequence. The interesting observation was with respect to the G4 context, in which regardless of the position of F, the *T*~m~ values were maintained similarly to the native G4 fold. Further, these *T*~m~ values were greater than (∼10 °C) the dsDNA context of the same sequence with the F modification. The ability of the fifth G-track to maintain the stability of the G4 when a modification was present is consistent with previous findings from our laboratory.^[@ref32]^ In summary, this observation supports a scenario in which the G4 fold is more stable than the duplex fold when an AP is present, and it suggests that the sequence can undergo a structural transition (i.e., B → G4) when the AP is present ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}C).

![Plots of the *T*~m~ values for the four- and five-track *NEIL3* PQSs with an AP analogue F present in the dsDNA or G4 contexts. The values were determined from the thermal denaturing curves monitored at 295 nm, and the plots represent the average of triplicate measurements with the error bars representing standard deviations from these measurements.](ja-2019-018476_0007){#fig7}

Support for a G4 fold in the gene-activation process is derived from previous studies.^[@ref19],[@ref39]^ In the work we conducted with the *VEGF* PQS located at the same position in this plasmid relative to the TSS, when the sequence was judiciously mutated to be incapable of adopting a G4 fold, gene activation was abolished when OG or an AP (i.e., F) was present.^[@ref19]^ A similar observation was reported in a follow-up study in more cell lines.^[@ref39]^ Additionally, the *NEIL3* PQS in the native state in this same plasmid and cell line was found to be activated by the G4-specific ligand Phen-DC3;^[@ref28]^ additionally, the *NEIL3* gene containing only one PQS^[@ref28]^ was activated in mammalian cell models treated with an anthraquinone derivative specific to G4s;^[@ref68]^ both studies support the proposal that the *NEIL3* PQS adopts a G4 with a ligand in cells. These results may be complicated by the ability of G4 ligands to also bind the i-motif fold in the C-rich complementary strand.^[@ref69]^ Lastly, *NEIL3* expression is upregulated during the S phase of the cell cycle,^[@ref70]^ which is when G4 folds predominantly occur.^[@ref71]^ The reports described are consistent with G4 folding occurring during the gene-activation process ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}C), which is further supported by the next set of experiments conducted.

In the final step of the proposed mechanism, the AP in the G4 context is bound by APE1 and poorly cleaved, resulting in gene activation via the trans-acting function of this protein ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}D). Previously, our laboratory and others have conducted cell-based studies to demonstrate the importance of APE1 in the activation process by stalling on AP in a non-B-form DNA structure such as G4 or hairpin.^[@ref17],[@ref19],[@ref39]^ Confirmation of the importance of APE1 in the current study was verified by treating the cells with 50 nM siRNA targeting the APE1 mRNA to knockdown the protein expression levels prior to plasmid transfection following a reported method.^[@ref19],[@ref39]^ The siRNA-treated cells produced highly attenuated expression of the Rluc gene compared to nontreated cells that supports the importance of APE1 in mediating gene expression ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C).

In a set of in vitro experiments, a final set of studies demonstrates that APE1 poorly cleaves an AP in a noncanonical structure such as the *NEIL3* PQS folded as a G4, while efficiently cleaving an AP in the same sequence folded as dsDNA. The in vitro enzymatic study compared the structural fold context and the role of the four- versus five-track G4 in altering the activity of APE1 ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}E). The reaction conditions for APE1 were recommended by the supplier (NEB) to include 50 mM KOAc in Tris buffer at pH 7.9; therefore, the *NEIL3* G4s were first demonstrated to fold under these reaction conditions by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and *T*~m~ analysis. These confirmatory experiments found nearly identical CD spectra between the suggested APE1 reaction conditions and conditions modeling the cellular context (140 mM K^+^, 12 mM Na^+^, pH 7.4; [Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf)). The major difference observed was lower *T*~m~ values (∼10 °C) for the *NEIL3* G4 folds in the APE1 buffer resulting from the lower ionic strength ([Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf)). Nonetheless, the *T*~m~ values (\>55 °C) were significantly above the APE1 reaction temperature of 37 °C, suggesting that the G4s are folded during the reactions.

Analysis of the APE1 cleavage reaction was conducted on the *NEIL3* PQS in the dsDNA or G4 contexts with four- or five-track sequences ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A) by following the time dependency from 0--60 min by PAGE ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B). For the case with the AP analogue F at position 16 in the dsDNA context with four or five tracks, the time-course profiles were similar between the two sequences and reached high yields ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}C). In contrast, the APE1-dependent strand cleavage yield for the G4 context with F at the loop produced poor cleavage yields even at long reaction times ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}C). Next, time-dependent APE1 cleavage reactions were conducted with F at position 23 (i.e., a core position) to find that, in the dsDNA context, the yields were similar, as expected, while in the G4 context, the yield showed dependency on whether four or five G runs were present ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}D). When four G tracks were present in the G4 context, the structure poorly forms on the basis of *T*~m~ analysis ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), allowing APE1-mediated cleavage to occur to some extent ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}D, red squares). In contrast, with five G tracks present, the G4 is stable on the basis of *T*~m~ analysis, and the APE1 cleavage yield did not increase significantly above the background ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}D, black crosses).

![APE1-mediated cleavage of an AP analogue F at two different positions in the *NEIL3* PQS context folded as dsDNA or a G4. (A) Sequences studied with the positions of F identified. (B) Contrast-enhanced PAGE analysis of APE1-mediated cleavage of F at a core position in the four-track *NEIL3* PQS in the dsDNA or G4 folds showing the time evolution of product formation from 0--60 min. The complete and unenhanced PAGE along with all the data are present in [Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf). (C, D) Profiles for the product evolution of APE1 cleavage of *NEIL3* PQSs with F at two different locations in either the dsDNA or G4 contexts. (E) Plot of reaction efficiency for each study at 10 min for comparative purposes. Note that the symbols X in (C) lie directly behind the red squares.](ja-2019-018476_0008){#fig8}

The reactions were then analyzed for the yield of strand scission at 10 min to make quantitative comparisons ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E). In the duplex context after 10 min, APE1 cleaved \>50% of the reactant, while in the G4 context, product yields were near the background (\<3%) with the exception of the most poorly formed G4 with F at a core position in the four-track *NEIL3* sequence. The presence of the fifth G track in the natural *NEIL3* sequence allows strong G4 folding to occur with a core F and prevents APE1-mediated cleavage of the modification. These data support the claim from [Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}E that APE1 activity is highly attenuated on substrates in the loops of stable G4 folds; further, the results in their entirety are consistent with prior studies regarding poor cleavage by APE1 of substrates in noncanonical contexts.^[@ref49],[@ref72]^ The final point is whether APE1 binds G4 folds, and this has been documented in prior studies.^[@ref49]^ Thus, binding of APE1 to an AP in the loop of a G4 stalls the catalytic function of this enzyme, allowing it to function as a trans-activator^[@ref73]^ of transcription ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}E). At present, we believe that APE1 interactions with HIF-1α and/or AP-1 are the likely protein interaction partners that lead to gene induction;^[@ref18]^ however, further studies are needed to complete our understanding.

Herein, the studies describe a plausible pathway by which the *NEIL3* DNA repair gene can be activated under oxidative or inflammatory stress conditions via oxidation of a G-rich promoter element followed by BER-initiated transcriptional activation ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}). The mechanistic proposal is supported by in vitro and in cellulo studies ([Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The interplay of DNA repair of oxidatively modified DNA bases leading to gene activation has been previously documented,^[@ref15]−[@ref17],[@ref19],[@ref20]^ and the present studies are fully consistent with these findings. In contrast to cells experiencing oxidative or inflammatory stress, quiescent cells were found to stimulate *NEIL3* expression via the Ras-dependent ERK-MAP kinase pathway.^[@ref74]^ Whether overlap between the two pathways occurs is not currently known.

The findings from our work and others suggest that oxidative modification of G to OG in certain gene promoter contexts can function as an epigenetic-like DNA modification for gene regulation under stress conditions.^[@ref10]−[@ref13]^ Importantly, we found for the first time that synthetic installation of OG into a promoter PQS mimicked the change in expression levels seen with oxidative stress induced by TNFα. To date, some of the readers, writers, and erasers of OG have been identified. The writers have been assigned as diffusible oxidants or as a consequence of chromatin remodeling. The chromatin remodeler LSD1 is a flavin-dependent monooxygenase that demethylates H2K4me2 or H3K9me2 to yield H~2~O~2~ as a byproduct, and it was found to oxidize G to OG in the genome;^[@ref16]^ LSD2 may serve the same function.^[@ref75]^ Exploration for other OG writing mechanisms is ongoing. Independently and by two different methods, OG was sequenced in mammalian genomes and found to be enriched in the context of PQSs, and gene promoters harbored more OG than expected by chance.^[@ref76],[@ref77]^ These sequencing results are consistent with the favorability of writing OG in promoter regions and provide support for our hypothesis. Because OG and its enzymatic conversion to an AP occur upstream of the TSS in the promoter, these modifications to the DNA will not impact synthesis of the mRNA strand in a way that could be identified by RNA-Seq analysis.

The OG reader found so far is the glycosylase OGG1 that has been assigned a few different possible functions for regulation of gene expression. Boldogh, Ba, and co-workers have found that OGG1 can function as a transcriptional modulator via controlling transcription factor homing to promoter sequences.^[@ref15]^ In another possible pathway, Xodo and co-workers have proposed that OG in the context of the *KRAS* PQS enables recruitment of MAZ and hnRNP A1 to the G4 for gene activation with the assistance of OGG1 to return the sequence back to the native state.^[@ref20]^ In our proposal, OG is initially read and acted on by OGG1 to form an AP site, allowing the sequence to shift structures to a noncanonical G4 fold for presentation of the AP to the second reader protein APE1.^[@ref19]^ Binding of APE1 to the G4 occurs, but the catalytic function to cleave the AP is attenuated ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), allowing this protein to function as a trans activator of transcription. Tell and co-workers have also assigned a critical role for APE1 as a trans activator of transcription for the SIRT1 gene under oxidative stress conditions, and their proposal also invokes a non-B-form DNA structure in the proposal (i.e., hairpin).^[@ref17]^ These pathways offer exciting observations that OG has epigenetic-like potential, and more studies will allow a better understanding of the myriad consequences of this simple addition of an oxygen atom to G in directing cellular processes.

Identification of OGG1 and APE1 homing to promoter regions of the genome for gene activation can be determined by ChIP-Seq analysis. Successful ChIP-Seq experiments require ChIP-grade antibodies that are not commercially available. In our hands, the available OGG1 and APE1 antibodies failed to provide usable ChIP-Seq results. Bypass of this challenge is achievable by expressing Flag-tagged OGG1 or APE1 from a transfected plasmid followed by ChIP analysis with a Flag antibody. Such an experiment was successfully employed for OGG1, which demonstrated that HEK293 cells exposed to TNFα had OGG1 enriched in gene promoters.^[@ref40]^ Gene ontology analysis of the enriched peaks found the response to oxidative stress and cell redox homeostasis ontologies to be the two most overrepresented groups.^[@ref40]^ As for APE1, a targeted ChIP analysis found promoter-bound APE1 stimulated recruitment of RNA pol II for gene activation.^[@ref78]^

We conducted an inspection of the Flag-OGG1 ChIP-Seq data to locate peaks of 4-fold or greater enrichment with a PQS. Comparison of the distribution of all OGG1 ChIP peaks to those with a PQS identified that those with the G-rich sequence were somewhat more favorably enriched in promoter regions, consistent with our proposal ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In the PQS-containing peaks in gene promoters, the *NEIL3* gene was not identified, likely due to the low overall expression of this gene in HEK293 cells studied ([Figure S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf)). This finding does not directly support *NEIL3* activation by the proposed pathway, but the overall findings from the additional analysis of the OGG1 ChIP-Seq studies suggest that promoter PQSs are sites of OGG1 binding during oxidative stress that can potentially lead to gene activation.

![Additional analysis of published OGG1 ChIP-Seq data to find the distribution of PQSs in genic regions of oxidatively stressed HEK293 cells.^[@ref40]^ The three charts show (left) the relative distribution of genomic regions of interest, on a per nucleotide basis, obtained from the UCSC genome browser, (center) the relative distribution for all OGG1 ChIP-Seq peaks identified, and (right) the relative distribution of the peaks containing a PQS. The PQS-containing peaks represent ∼10% of all peaks of OGG1 enrichment. It is noteworthy that the present analysis of the published results provided different absolute values for the number of enrichment peaks but the overall relative distribution and conclusions from the results remain the same as previously reported.^[@ref40]^](ja-2019-018476_0009){#fig9}

The role for oxidation in PQSs and G4 folds in the activation process are the least defined to date; however, a growing body of evidence supports G4 folds in gene regulation,^[@ref79]^ and recent sequencing data from mammalian genomes for OG has identified that a significant fraction (25--37%) of oxidized sites occur in PQS contexts.^[@ref76],[@ref77]^ We recognize the complementary strand to the *NEIL3* PQS is a potential i-motif-forming sequence that could play a role in gene activation as well. The i-motif fold is composed of hemiprotonated (C:C)^+^ base pairs that typically form under acidic conditions, and specific i-motif folds have been suggested to upregulate transcription.^[@ref80],[@ref81]^ The examples to date occur in sequences capable of folding under pH conditions near neutrality, similar to the cellular pH. The *NEIL3* i-motif was studied and found to fold only under low pH conditions (pH \< 6; [Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b01847/suppl_file/ja9b01847_si_001.pdf)). As a result of the low stability of this i-motif under biologically relevant conditions, folding for this sequence is not expected unless facilitated by proteins.^[@ref81]^

The proposal of the G4 strand guiding the process is consistent with BER serving a dual function in the cell to remove modified bases from the genome and to activate transcription;^[@ref12],[@ref19],[@ref66]^ therefore, the strand with the modification will be targeted by the BER proteins. Oxidation of G in the PQS context rather than the potential i-motif context is highly favored thermodynamically, and it consistently occurs at a 5′-G in G-runs as determined by many laboratories.^[@ref59]−[@ref61]^ From a relative perspective, a 5′-GG is ∼10 kcal/mol, a 5′-GGG is ∼16 kcal/mol, and a 5′-GGGG is ∼18 kcal/mol more reactive toward one-electron oxidation than a single G.^[@ref82]^ In the *NEIL3* PQS sequence, the complementary strand has 5′-GG runs; however, the 5′-GGGG runs in the G4 sequence remain ∼8 kcal/mol more reactive toward oxidation than the C-rich strand, resulting in exclusive oxidation of the G-rich strand. To reiterate, this is important because it focuses the BER proteins to the most G-rich strand for gene activation. These observations and arguments do not completely dismiss i-motif folds in the process, but they make a case against their role in the activation of the *NEIL3* gene under oxidative or inflammatory stress conditions.

It is critical for a cell to respond to the insults that occur during oxidative stress. The NEIL3 DNA glycosylase protein is a part of the DNA repair network, although its complete cellular function has been challenging to determine.^[@ref4],[@ref83]^ Studies suggest that NEIL3 expression is activated during the S phase of the cell cycle,^[@ref70]^ which is the cycle in which G4s appear to be most active for gene regulation.^[@ref71]^ The NEIL3 glycosylase expression and activity appears to be coupled to replication.^[@ref4],[@ref83]^ During replication it is important to ensure the DNA is devoid of any modifications that may interfere with DNA replication. The substrate scope for the NEIL3 protein includes the G oxidation products Sp and Gh in ssDNA or G4 DNA, although these modifications are poor substrates for NEIL3 in dsDNA and are better removed by NEIL1.^[@ref48],[@ref84]−[@ref87]^ Furthermore, NEIL3 appears to function also in the initial stages of DNA strand cross-link repair involving adduct formation to AP sites in DNA.^[@ref88],[@ref89]^ Lastly, APE1 may also function in repair of bulky adducts in ssDNA contexts.^[@ref90]^ The key point is that G oxidation products and DNA strand cross-links increase under oxidative stress conditions, and therefore, upregulation of the *NEIL3* gene to repair these promutagenic lesions would be essential for a cell to combat stress and pass on a high-integrity genome to daughter cells.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

Oxidative and inflammatory stress generate ROS and RNS capable of oxidatively modifying DNA that historically has been thought of as a deleterious process leading to mutations. Attention derived from chemical and biological studies has led us to realize that oxidative modification of DNA can also function in gene regulation.^[@ref15],[@ref17],[@ref19],[@ref20]^ The oxidation of G to OG in gene promoters for regulation of proinflammatory genes,^[@ref15]^ including *BCL2*,^[@ref16]^*VEGF*,^[@ref18],[@ref19]^*SIRT1*,^[@ref17]^ and *KRAS*,^[@ref20]^ has been demonstrated, thus relegating the OG heterocycle to a list of epigenetic-like regulatory modifications in DNA. In the current work, we provide experimental support for the hypothesis that the *NEIL3* DNA repair gene can be regulated via oxidative modification of a promoter G to OG ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}). The proposed activation pathway is consistent with many cell and animal model studies which have shown that *NEIL3* is induced under oxidative stress or inflammation, and OG is formed in the genome during the activation process.^[@ref8],[@ref21]−[@ref23],[@ref25],[@ref26]^ The proposed pathway is initiated by G oxidation to OG in the PQS found at position −3 relative to the TSS in the coding strand of the promoter. The presence of OG focuses the BER process for initial release of OG by OGG1 to yield a duplex-destabilizing AP site, providing the drive for a structural shift to a G4 fold. This fold places the AP site in a large loop that APE1 binds but poorly cleaves, allowing this endonuclease to function as a trans activator of transcription by recruitment of activating transcription factors ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}).^[@ref17],[@ref91]^ The proposed mechanism is supported by in vitro and in cellulo studies harnessing chemical tools to study biology ([Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Upregulated expression of the NEIL3 DNA repair protein during stress can be crucial for repair of lesions in DNA such as the hyperoxidation products Sp and Gh, DNA interstrand cross-links, or bulky DNA adducts.^[@ref48],[@ref84]−[@ref86],[@ref88]−[@ref90]^ Moreover, the observation that the *NEIL3* PQS is conserved in many different mammals ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) suggests that this sequence and its sensitivity toward oxidation have been favorably selected as a redox epigenetic unit for gene regulation. Future steps to support the findings from these chemically defined plasmid-based systems will require moving to the genome scale and use of various OG-seq,^[@ref76]^ ChIP-seq, and RNA-seq methods before and after oxidative stress to follow the choreography of DNA oxidation resulting in OGG1 and APE1 activity in gene promoters.
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